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Abstract

In the paper we consider a Schrodinger discontinuous operator with a po-
tential summable on G = (a, b). We prove a theorem on uniform and ab-
solute convergence of biorthogonal expansion of functions from the space of type
W 1

p (G), 1 < p ≤ 2 .

Uniform and absolute convergence of biorthogonal series responding to differen-
tial operators were investigated in many papers, for example [1-4]. Mainly, continu-
ous operators with two-point and multi-point boundary conditions were studied in
these papers. Therewith in multi-point case expansions of functions from W 1

2 (G)
were studied. In the present paper the results of [4] relating to the Schrodinger
operator are transferred to the case of Schrodinger discontinuous operator.

On an arbitrary finite interval G = (a, b) we consider the Schrodinger operator

Lu = −u′′ + q(x)u, (1)

with a potential q(x) ∈ L1(G).
We’ll proceed from generalized interpretation of eigen functions of the operator

L (see [5]).
Assume that by means of the points a = ξ0 < ξ1 < ...ξm = b the interval (a, b)

is divided into m intervals Gl = (ξl−1, ξl), l = 1,m.

By Dl(l = 1,m) we denote a class of functions that are absolutely continuous
together with their first derivatives on the segment [ξl−1, ξl] = Gl.

Let D(a, b) be a class of functions possessing the property: if f ∈ D(a, b), for
each l = 1,m there exist such a function fl(x) ∈ Dl that f(x) = fl(x) for ξl−1x < ξl.

Under eigen function of the operator (1), responding to eigen value λ, we’ll un-
derstand any function

◦
y(x) ∈ D(a, b) differ from zero, satisfying almost everywhere

in (a, b) the equation L
◦
y = λ

◦
y.

Similarly, under the adjoint function of the operator (1) of order l (l ≥ 1),

responding to the same eigen function
◦
y, we’ll understand any function

l
y(x) ∈

D(a, b) satisfying the equation L
l
y = λ

l
y +

l−1
y almost everywhere in (a, b).

Let’s consider an arbitrary system {uk(x)}∞k=1 consisting of eigen and adjoint
functions of the operator (1), responding to the system of eigen values {λk}∞k=1
and require that together with each adjoint function of order l ≥ 1, this system
include its corresponding eigen function and all the adjoint functions of order smaller
than l and the length of the chains of root functions be uniformly bounded. This
means that uk(x) ∈ D(a, b) and it satisfies almost everywhere on G the equation
Luk = λkuk + θkuk−1, where θk equals either to 0 (in this case uk(x) 6= 0 is an
eigen function ) or 1 (in this case we require λk = λk−1 and call uk(x) an adjoint
function).

By µk we denote the square root of the number λk for which Re µk ≥ 0.
We’ll require the system {uk(x)}∞k=1 to satisfy the V.A. Il’in conditions:
1) The system {uk(x)}∞k=1 is complete and minimal in L2(G);


